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Foreword.

The Sankhya system of thought is believed to

have been the earliest attempt at methodical philo-

sophy in ancient India, but unfortunately the writings

of’the earlier exponents of the school till the days of

I^vara Krsma have totally disappeared, except in

isolated fragments or stray references incorporated in

subsequent works. The names of Panehasikha, Asuri,

Vfirsaganya, Jaigisavya, Vindhyavasin, Janaka,

Parasara and other ancient teachers, whose teachings

in their totality havo become lost to us, are conse-

quently almost empty names today. The Sankhya

JCarikas associated with the name of Hvara Krsna re-

ferred to above and Yyasa’s commentary on Patanjali’s

Yogasiitras are probably the only two valuable sources

of our present knowledge of Sankhya, Subsequent

booklets, e.g. Safikhyapradipa, Sankhyasara, Tattva-

yatharthyadipana, etc, may be ignored as lacking in

^thoroughness, consistency and originality.

In the paucity of Sankhya literature therefore any

work which claims to represent the system consistently

and in an integral manner is certainly a welcome

addition to our knowledge, Hence the publication

of the following pages which have proceeded from the

upon of one of the foremost Sankhya teachers of
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modern India does not, I believe, call for any

special apology.

The saintly author, who is well known to the world

of Indian philosophical scholarship for his masterly

annotations on Vyasa’s Commentary on Patailjali’s

Yogasutras—a work which maybe described as a veri-

table monument of industry, erudition and philosophi-

cal insight and is the result of years of deep meditation

in an ascetic life devoted to a pursuit of knowledge—

and for other valuable contributions to Sankliya-Yoga

philosophy, is living now in almost absolute seclusion

in the Santal Perganas (Kapila Matha, Madhupur, If, I.

By. ). He has out himself off entirely from the outside

world except for short interviews with advanced

enquirers on the spiritual path, for whom his helpful

suggestions axe always available.

It ia therefore to be hoped that the booklet, as

coming from the pen of a practical Yogin whose deep

personal experiences stand behind all his utterances,

will prove useful and illuminating to the earnest

seekers after Truth.

Government Sanskrit College, 1 p, „

Benares.
[

Gopinath Kaviraj.

1-1-1936. J



Introduction.

The method of presentation of Samkhya principles

in the Samkkyataltvaloka is strikingly original. The

saintly author has drawn, of course, on the

highest authorities for his materials. But he has

rethought and re-presented them with an

eye on the peculiar difficulty of modern students who

are often betrayed by the familiar terms that are used

in special senses in Samkhya. Earlier writers did not

delinc them with sufficient precision probably because

its fundamental doctrines were well known to those

whom they addressed. But guidance in this respect

is very necessary now, as even advanced students are

apt to take such terms in their ordinary acceptation.

The exposition here is full but not discursive, correct

but not loaded with details. The logical coherence

and clarity of the treatise are, indeed, as remarkable

as its conciseness. And those who follow the explana-

tions carefully will find that there is no justification

for the view so often expressed that Sarnkhya is a

compound of materialism and idealism with materialism

as the dominant element. There is a valuable appendix

to this work in the original edition,, which describes

the yogic processes that enable the devotee to have

direct apprehension of subtler forms of reality. But

it is in Bengali and closed, therefore, to those who
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do not know the language. Tlio leading ideas of the

treatise are given below in English in the order m
which they occur there, lor the benefit ot readers who

are imperfectly acquainted with (Sanskrit. Tins com-

pendium will have answered its pm pose if it can per-

suade them to make a close study of the text

1 The ego is known by introspection and not by

the senses. We get some idea of what genuine solf-

revektion is like when (he ego turns back thus to

comprehend itself, lievelation is ordinarily of two

kinds. Objects are revealed one allot another by the

ego or cognitive principle ( frudd/ii ), and the latter is

revealed more or less at the same time in its successive

modifications.

2. But genuine self-revelation is impossible so long

as the mind ( citta ) is emergent or active, since its

incessant mutations obscure the view just as the image

of the sun in a sheet of water is broken up or distorted

when it is ruffled by waves. In fact, such self-re’s ela-

tion as there is in this emergent state amounts to the

inflection that 1 am nn individual oi that 1 am ilia

eogniser or that I am the agent ot that 1 have slept

well or ill. And in all these cases introspection is

virtually retrospection, coloured however slightly by

some reference to the non-ego which furnishes the

limiting conditipn of the resulting self-knowledge. But



^ „n psychoses of every type have been completely

- inhibited and the psychical and psycho-physical pow-

ers operative therein have disappeared in consequence

for the time being, then there is a revelation of the

Self which is not tainted or determined by any concep-

tion of the not-self. And (he Self thus revealed or tho

revelation 1 hereof
(
for it is nothing but the re \ elation)

is the Purumtattm of' Samkhya. It differs from ordi-

nary consciousness by being simple or free from eicry

vestige of duality and immutable,

3. Mutation may he of two kinds. Where the

object is a compound, any of its components may

change thus causing a change in it. Whore, however,

it is simple, its form or position may alter or tiro more

lapse of time may came such modifications of it as

are expressed by the distinction between new

and old.

4. But the Self is not composite and so mutation

of the first kind is not possible in it. And it is not

limited because all sense of duality is absent from its

revelation. Hence change of form and position is equal-

ly nnposdbk) so far as it is concerned The Yoga-Bkasya

hits ofi its character justly in the observation that the

Self is pure, immutable and infinite. Time does not

limit it, because of time we can form no idea apart

from tho sequence of momentary and diverse psychoses.
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while self-rovclation being unmutablo does not in\,
^

such succession and since it is consciousness utter all

or rather its essence, it cannot be regarded as extending

over so much space or having any particular form like

external objects. In fact, it cannot be conceived as-

covering even infinite space without introducing a foreign

idea into it and thus rendering it composite. The

Scriptures say that the Self is beyond space, and so there is

no excuse for maintaining that it pervadesall space and

is common to all creatures. The Samkhyas are justified,

therefore, in concluding that there are many such selves,

in fact, as many as there arc individuals,

5. It may be objected that the multiplicity o( the

Selves, would militate against their several infinitude.

Multiplicity, however, is evidence of finitude in the case

of extended or material objects that must occupy dif-

ferent portions of space, and in that of successive

mental facta which belong to different points of time

that lie outside one another. But the Awareness here

referred to docs not mutate like them and is indepen-

dent of all sense of duality.

6. So it is reasonable to concludo that many

Selves exactly alike are present at the same time. And

there is a well-known passsage in the Scriptures that

supports this view.

7. There are, indeed, passages in thorn that des-
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icribe the Self as one or without a second. But they

have been authoritatively interpreted as referring to

the absence ol every sense of duality from unqualified

Awareness or to its absolute similarity in all individuals.

Where, again, pervasiveness and oneness are mentioned

as attributes, it is the Deity ( Isvara )
who is described

and extolled, and the Deity is different from the

ultimate and unconditioned principle known as Puriisa.

8. It may bo thought that Purusa remains immu-

table so long as mental processes are inhibited and that

He mutates when the mind is emergent. But this is

not correct, as the knowledge that originates in the

stimulation of the sense-organs is completed when it

is appropriated by the cognitive principle ( buddhi ) or

ego. In fact, knowing of all sorts has its consummation

in apperception wherein the cognitive principle or the

ego is identified with the immntable cause of all know-

ledge including the knowledge of the ego itself.

9. When complete inhibition of mental processes

has been perfected by practice and the stage has been

thus reached which is known as nirodha samadM,

the consciousness of the ego sheds its changeful character

aud there remains in consequence only undisturbed or

unbroken Self-revelation, which in fact it is originally or

intrinsically. The mind and the sense-organs melt at

the same time into what is imperceptible. This imper-
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ceptibia condition ol theirs is known as Prakrli and

is eliaractensed as both real and unreal in as much as

they reappear when inhibited temporarily but disappear

for all time when the Self shines forth in uninterrupted

and unceasing splendour as unconditioned Awareness.

The argument is that there must bo an incognizable

something behind since they emerge under certain

conditions out of- (obscurity while tho fulness ol icality

cannot be ascribed to that something as their complete

eradication impossible. The Scriptures describe I’ltrma

as different Inpm sense-impressions, constant, beginning-

less, endless and incapable of decay, and Prakrit, as

superior to or more real than the sense-organs or tho

mind or their objects since all of (hem spring out of

it. And as regards these evolut os, (lien 1 is (lie state*

ment that they arose out ofan inarticulate homogeneity

and became diverse under the vivifying influence of

Purim or unconditioned Awareness.

10. The recipient of experience ( Grahlta ) is the

active and mutating I-scnso or what is ordinarily called

self-consciousness It is in evidence whenever the

mind and the sense-organs are at work and iz, in fact,

tho hypostasis of the sense of appropriation or appre-

hension that belongs to the cognitive principle.

11 . The mutating I-sense is an aggregate of three

different piinciples. First, l help is the capacity for
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expression or appearance as a modification of the ego.

Then there is the capacity for mutation, and lastly

there is the capacity for passing out of consciousness

and remaining conserved as a latency. These are known

respectively as sattw, rajas, and tamas, and they are

the ultimate constituents of all sorts of evolutes

12, Those three, which are known as the guyas,

aro unequally balanced in the mind and the sense-organs

and their objects Hut, they are present as inseparable

concomitants throughout the phenomenal world, so

that species and individuals differ from ono another

only in the relative proportion of these.

13 Two different objects aro attained owing to the

presence of Punm, vii., expeiience attended by pleasure

or pain ( hkoga ) and liberation ( apamrga
), and

every effort to attain them centres round the I-sense

or consciousness of the ego. In experience there is

identification of Purusa with modes of the gmets while

in liberation thoro is a clear realisation of Pwusa as

the immutable cause of all experience, and besides

these two there are no other forms of consciousness.

Of evolutes then there is an efficient as well as a ma-

terial cause. The latter is primarily unconscious and

imperceptible, while the former as unconditioned

Awareness is a constant, inward light. As these causes

are diametrically opposed to each other, the evolutes



exhibit in consequcnco a threefold character, viz,

consciousness as representing Purusa, insensibility as

representing Prakrti and an ever-varying relation bet-

ween the two which results in the revelation of that

which is obscure and in the obscuration of that which

has been revealed,

14. The I-sense, the first of evolutes is called

Mahat. All sorts of cognition and activity are comp-

leted with reference to it, and if is, in fact, the recipient

of experience. When the mind is focussed on the

I-sense, the pure apporception that lollows is known

as Mahattattva.

15. Buddhitattva and IMgamdtra are different

names of the same principle, which is called linddhi

when attention is directed to the fact that perception

of every kind involves apperception, and Mahat when

the consciousness of the ego is so complete as to exclude

all other ideas.

16. This Buddhi is closer to or more like Purusa

than anything else, and it is capable, therefore, of re-

vealing other things.

17. The ego in transitu is called Ahamkara. It

arrogates to itself characters that do not belong to it

and thus establishes relations with the non-ego of the

types, ‘I am this or that’ and ‘I have this or that’.
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18. The faculty that conserves impressions of the

mon-ego in relation to the ego is known as lirdaya or

manas. But this manas wherein countless impressions

of this sort lie latent is not the leader or guide of

the external organs (bahyendriyas ).

19. Mahat, Ahamkdra and manas are instrumental

in achieving the two ends of the individual already

mentioned
(

sec. 13). Hence they are called Karanas

{ instruments or organs ). And since they occupy an

intermediate position between Purusa and the organs

of activity and sensation, they aro collectively known

as Antahkaraya (internal organ or instrument ).

20. When the dynamic ego or the capacity for

approhension of the non-ego, that occupies and

animates the sense-organs (jUmcndriyas ),
is stimu-

lated by some movement in the external world, it

carries the stimulus to the ego in situ or the pure ego

(
dtmapratyaya ). And since an appeal to it, which

is capable of revealing things, results in knowledge,

the stimulus thus transmitted is followed by cognition

( jftana ). When, again, the same dynamic ego

relates the pure ego to what is different from it, the

result is effort or activity (pravyUi or ces^a). And the

persistence in undistinguished obscurity of these modes

of consciousness or of assimilation of the non-ego to

the ego is conservation
( stkiti ),

2
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21. Thiddki, Ahamldtm find Manas are always

conjoined so that modification ol' any ol thorn invoh cs

the modification of tho other two.

22. Sattva dominates in cognition, rajas in,

activity and tamas in conservation from which activity

is not completely absent though it is imperceptible

23. Tire undiscriinin itiug identification of Pure

Awareness ( dfk mklf

)

with the more or less mechani-

cal capacity for empirical consciousness
( darhtna

sakti) or in other words, tho confusion between un-

conditioned Awareness and tho organs of limited know

ledge is called Asinitch If results in such convictions

as ‘I am endowed with tho power of scoing or hem mg,*

and it, is, in fact, tho material ol which tho mind and

the organs aie composed.

24. Oi
1

this asmita, there are, broadly specking,

two typ^s of modification One of these develops the

Capacity for perceiving the truth or apprehending tho

reality behind the fleeting shows ol things and is

called aklista wdya pariyama. The other multiplies

relations with the non-ego and is called klista avidyd

pariyama because it multiplies suffering as well.

25. The contact of antahkaraya with objects

outside it results in the cs olutiog of three sets of exter-

nal organs ( bahya, karanas ), wherein its three cons-
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titnontb aio differently represented. They mo the

organs which give ns our knowledge of external objects

and are known as jntmendriyas, the organs of volun-

tary movement which are known as Icctrmendriyas

and those that are instrumental in building up, main-

taining and developing tho body and are known as

prmas. Sattva is dominant in the first, rajas in the

second and tamas in the third.

26. The aggregate o( internal modifications of the

antahharaiia consequent on contact willi tho external

world is known as citta, As this citta lues and tin bos

on materials furnished by the external organs and directs

their operations, it is known as their leader. The modi-

fications which go to make it up are of two kinds, viz,

functions or processes ( kikti vyltis ) and states or

attendant conditions
(
uvastha vrttis ). Both tacts of

consciousness and latent impressions of them belong to

antahhirana

,

But the former, eompi oliending as they

do cognition and conation, aie lefened to citta

while conservation of tlie-e as latencies is relen ed to

hrdaya.

27, Cognition ( prakhyd ), conation
(
pmvrtti )

and conservation ( sthiti ) aie each of five different

kinds. Of the first, the v ineties are coircct cognition

of facts ( pramdna ), recollection
(
smyti ),

correct

cognition of activities
( prav?tti mjndna ), formation
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of abstract notions which do not correspond to reality

but have a certain utility ( mkalpa ) and incorrect

apprehension of facts (viparyaya). The second includes

"volition (samkalpa), constructive imagination (kalpana),

the effort needed to move the neuro-muscular apparatus

in voluntary activity ( ty'ti ), doubt and hesitation

{ mkalpana ) and futile effort like that of which we

have experience in dreams
(
mparyasta cesta ). And

the third is made up of latent impressions of cognition

and recollection, of activity m the widest sense, of

abstract thinking, of doubt and hesitation and of idle

fancies.

28. Prama is correct knowledge of what was not

known before The process that leads up to such

knowledge is called pramana which is classed under

three heads, viz., pratyaksa ( direct apprehension
),

anumana (illation) and agama ( receipt of knowledge

from an authority unimpeachable to the listener ).

Pratyaksa is perception in which materials furnished

by the sense-organs are worked up by the higher powers

into images of objects having determinate properties

and belonging to definite classes. It is to be distin-

guished, therefore, from alooana which gives unsifted

and unclassified information, such as is obtained through

the sense-organs alone.

29. Anumana (illation) is passage from the known
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to the unknown, and we have it when wo infer the

presence of a thing from the absenco of another or its

absence from the presence of the latter or their presence

or absence at the same time from the observation that

they have been so related in the past. Agama is irre-

sistible impression on the minds of hearers made by the

words of a superior being who is desirous of 'communi-

cating his convictions and capable at the same time

of so communicating them as to overpower the hearei’s

ability to sift evidence and to compel him to accept

the communication in toto on trust.

30. Pratyahsa gives us particular and definite

knowledge the whole of which cannot be communicated

by means of words. Ammana and agama furnish only

general information as they are based on language.

This general information lacks the richness and fulness

of perceptual knowledge.

31, Smrli is the faithful and complete reproduction

in consciousness of the latent impressions of a previous

experience,

32 Pravrtti mjnana includes consciousness of

voluntary activity in all its stages and forms and the

indistinct apprehension of activities that are auto-

matic or involuntary in character.

33, Vilcalpa is the modification of citta caused by
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the apprehension o( terms that (lo not answer exactly

to realities but aie often helpful in the comprehension

of these. Timo and space as ordinarily understood are

illustrative of this process, as the past and the future

are not realities while space disappears if the sights

and sounds thal seem to fill it are removed.

34. Vip&ryyaya is the leproduction in conscious-

ness of a thing1 as other than what it is. To assume

that the mind, sense-organs and the body const ilulo

the Self is the fundamental viparyyaya.

35. Samltalpa is the association of the ego with

the thought of some future activity remembered or

imagined. Kalpttm is the effort involved in putting

together images of things which have been witnessed

apart from one another. Krti is the effort consequent,

on desire and directed to the appropriate organs for

the production ot the wishod-for result. In vikalpana

the mind wanders unsettled between different possi-

bilities of thought or action. Viparyyasta-cesta is

exemplified in the impossible feats that we perform in

dreams.

3(3. The amstha vrLtis are nine in number, three

of them relating to cognition, three to activity and the

rest to the -physiological structure. They give us no

new information about the world, but i imply indicate
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the states that the mind is m during psycho-physical

operations of different kinds.

37. Of these sukha
(
pleasure ), duhkha

( pain
)

and moha ( stupor ) lelate to cognition, every form of

which is either pleasurable or painful or stupefying.

Sttkha is duo to stimulation by things that are bene-

ficial to the system. Things that are injurious to it

cause duhkha while moha is the stupor that results

out of excess of sukha or duhkha .

38. Maga, dvesa an'l abhinivesa arc related to lhe

practical side of our nature. Maga is tendency to

ictivity following on recollection of past pleasure,

Uvesa is tendency to activity following ou recollection

of past pain. And abhinivesa is undefined feeling that

accompanies instinctive or automatic activity.

39. Jdgrat, svapna and susupti arc psycho-physical

states. In the Jdgrat state the seats of the mind and

the senses are alert. In svapna the sense-organs and

those of voluntary activity are inert so that the organs

of thought work without such restraint as they

impose. Jn susupti or nidrd, the organ of thought and

the sense organs are all of them inactive though some

consciousness exists of this general inactivity. The

truth is that each of these states is present to uncon-

ditioned Awareness, so that there is nothing like

absolute unconsciousness.
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40. Vyamsdya in the inline given to the conjoint

action of a number of faculties belonging to citta. This

conjoint action may be of three different lauds, viz
t

sadvyamsaya or direct perception of something that

is present, anuvyamsdya or reflection and aparidrsta

vyamsaya or undistinguished activity which keeps alive

or invests with some sort of consciousness latencies of

all kinds.

41. Among external organs, (ho ear, skin, eyo,

tongue and nose are known as jhdnendriyas ( sense-

organs ), and these are the channels of direct knowledge

of the external world. External objects being essen-

tially active appeal to the dynamic ogo which vivifies

these sense-organs. The dynamic ego affects the I-sense

or self-consciousness and thus loads to the apprehonsion

of those external objects.

42. The ear, skin, eye, tongue and nose receive

impressions from outside that are converted in the

manner just described into sensations of sound, tempera-

ture, light, taste and smell. The order in which they

have been enumerated here shows their relative impor-

tance as sources of knowledge of the world outside.

The skin gives only thermal sensations, those of pressure,

weight and hardness being due to the activity of the-

Jcarmendriyas and the pranas.

43. The Jcarmendriyas are the organs employed
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in speech, manipulation, locomotion, excretion anti

procreation. By manipulation ( silpa ) is here meant

putting things where they tiro needed, and it may be

done by other organs than the hands though these are

usually employed. The sense of contact is common to

all of them, and it staves as a guide to their movements,

44. Thvpranas are the third set of external organs,

and they are so classed because they deal with external

objects for the sake ot the body. Their common

function is technically known as dhdrava or bidhurana

which includes construction, development and main-

tenance They too are five in number like the

j'hunendriyas and the karmendriyas, and their names

are prana, udma,
vycina, apdna and samana.

45. The adya prana builds up, develops and

maintains the organs that are the seats ot the

special sensations, though its principal function is to

do these things for the parts of the body in which

hunger, thirst and craving for respiration are located.

46. Udma’s principal function is confined to the

afferent nerve within the spinal chord which is known

as stiMwnd. But it has charge so to say of all the

organs that arc seats of general sensations.

47. Vyana is chiefly concerned with the voluntary

muscles and the efferent nerves with which they are

3
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connected, though its field of activity extends also to

the neuro-muscular system that is operative in

involuntary movements.

48. Apana's work is with the portions of tho body

that separate and sort different kinds of excreta (sweat,

urine, feces, etc.) as a preparatory step to their

elimination from different parts of the body. It is

operative chiefly in the kidneys and the intestines

though there is no portion of the body that is exempt

from its activity.

49. Samana is at work wherever blood, flesh,

humours, etc. are manufactured in tho body, its

function being to convert what is taken in as food,

drink and breath into materials of the body.

50. The seats of the five prarias make up the

whole of the body as there is no part of it which is

‘

independent of the operation of all of them.

51. ^The five pranas are modifications of the

antahharana, being in reality the forms which the

dynamic ego assumes and maintains with the help of

hfdaya for the continuance of its relations with the

external world.

'

62. The capacity for revelation is greatest in the

jfifmendriyas while activity and inertness are sub-

ordinate to it. Activity predominates in the
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karmendriyas, the other two being less conspicuous.

But insensibility is the dominant feature in the pranas
;

such revelation as there is, is slight and their activity is

not initiated or controlled by volition.

53. Visaya or the object of experience arises out

of the relation between the organs of apprehension and

that towards which they are directed. The object as

it is in itself or the ultimate cause of appearance

cannot be directly known, though inference enables

us to determine its nature. One may perceive,

ifideed, subtler and subtler forms of appearance by the

process of concentration known as samadhi in which

the organs of knowledge attain the highest efficiency

;

but the reality behind appearances can never be

directly known.

54. Objects appear to us under three different

aspects. Bust of all there are their specific properties

or distinctions in respect of sound, temperature, light,

taste and smell. Then there are their mutations and

lastly there are their forms of inertness such as hard-

ness, fluidity, mobility, etc,

55. The second and third aspects of external ob-

jects are perceived only as concomitants of the first.

And since they never appear independently, it is reason-

able to study external objects with special reference

to the first and to hold that the other two co-exist
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with it in. a general way as mutation and obstruction.

Objects thus conceived fall under fivo classes corres-

ponding to the distinctions between sound, tempera-

ture, light, taste and smell. So it is concluded that

their constituents are five different dements, each of

which has one of these as its distinctive property.

These elements arc known as bhutatattvus.

56. Their names are tiham, wyu , tejas, ap and

ksiti
;
but they must not bo confounded on that account

with the objects that arc ordinarily known by these

nanios, Akasa, for instance, is only the inanimate,

mutable thing which is porcoived as sounds. There

is, indeed, another way of resolving objects of ex-

perience into simpler ones with which wc arts familiar in

practical life
; but in that resolution we do not get

beyond compounds possessing like the objects analysed

all the properties mentioned above. It has been con-

tended, indeed, that separate objects, each having

only one of these properties do not exist, but that

there is only one substance whose diverse activi-

ties appear in consciousness as sound, sight, etc.;

but direct perception of such a substance
,
is im-

possible, and so it is idle to speculate whether it is

one or many. On the other hand, (the finest thing

that
' we come across discloses to ordinary exami-

nation five different properties, and it is possible to
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apprehend by a particular type of concentration

known as vitarkdnugata saincidhi any one of the-e to

the exclusion of the rest. So where the question is

what may be directly perceived as constituents of

external objects, it is loasonable to hold that there are

five such elements.

57. The difference is in view-point. Men in prac-

tical life take particular forms of all the aspects
(
like

colour, weight, etc. ) as the basis of their classification

of external objects and class them as gold, siher and

so on. But the philosopher takes the five special

sensations as the basis of classification, thus reducing

the endless variety of external objects to five different

elements, And the contention is that these are quite

as apprehensible in their isolation as are gold and silver

though the mode of apprehension must be different.

58. Sound is more clearly apprehensible and less

liable to obstruction than the other properties. Besides,

it may reach us from all quarters. 1 Hence sattva

predominates in the element called dktisa wherein

sounds are conceived to exist. Vayu ranks next to it

in this respect. .’After it’ comes tejas because sensa-

tions of light are more easily defeated and they are

accompanied by a distinct sense of activity. After

tejas come ap and ksiti in the order given here, the

activity which causes the sensation of taste being felt

to be finer than that of which smell is the result.
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59. The notes of the gamut, colours like yellow

and blue, tastes like sweet and sour are specific modi-

fications of sound, light and taste. When owing to

fineness, these distinctions are lost the sensatisns do

not disappear but continue to be marked off from one

another as sound, light, etc. The external objects

which are the causes of such relath ely undefined sen-

sations are called tanmatras. As the subtle is the con-

stituent of the gross, the latter arising out of combi-

nations of the former, the tanmatras must bo regarded

as constituents of the Ihutas. Just before all con-

sciousness of the external world disappears, the sense-

organs perceive owing to their extreme tranquillity

subtle properties in place of the broad, changeful and

sharply defined ones that form the staple of ordinary

consciousness. And as pleasure, pain and stupor arise

out of diversities of perceptions, the tanmatras cannot

evoke these feelings in us. They arc five in number,

viz,, kihda tanmatra
,
sparsa tanmdtra

}
rupa tanmatra,

rasa tanmatra and gandha tanmatra. And it is

possible to apprehend them directly by the concentra-

tion known as vicdrdmgata samadhi.

60, Anything subtler than the tanmatras cannot

be directly perceived. But the indriyas ( sense-

organs, ) that perceive them are known to be modifica-

tions of the ego. And whatever stimulates or appeals
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to the indriyas must be of the same character as they,

[n other words, a mind alone can affect other minds.

It follows that external objects or objects that are per-

ceived through the sense-organs are, like the latter,

modifications of the ego.

61. Of existence as an abstract quality there can

be no knowledge for wo always feel that something

more or less definite exists. So we must conclude that

there is something definite which appeals to our sense-

organs. But sound, colour, etc. cannot be asoribed

to it because it is that out of which they arise. So it

must be mind
(
or mental processes ), for we know

nothing besides mind and its objeots.

62. The Being whose thoughts appear as objects

to us is known as Virdt Purusa, for he is incomparably

greater than ourselves. It is his antahkaram, or

rather his ego as going out of itself that composes

our world.

63. Those who hold that the world has been crea-

ted by the will of some Being must subscribe to this

view, for will belongs to the mind, and if it is both the

material and the efficient cause of the world, the world

must be mental in its composition in the last resort,

Virdfs alhimdna ( or thoughts about a non-ego
)
is

known as' Ihutddi as it forms the essence of what is
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perceptible by us. Thus what, is capacity for revela-

tion becomes capacity for being revealed when this

mutating ego is objectified, and under the samo condi-

tion effort appears as activity and its absence as in-

ertia. Time is conoieved as the receptacle of mental

processes and space as the receptacle of objects which

are, after all, mental processes objectified. And since

there is no limit to their mutation, time and space are

felt to be infinite.

64. The objects of experience are not different, in

character from the elements of which they are com-

posed since there is no property in the former that may

not be found in the latter. Such difference then as

appears between them is due to tho circumstance

that our gross and unsteady indriyas mix up the three

different aspects of things.

69. As Purusa and Prakrti arc the ultimate and

Only causes of all forms of existence and as they must

be regarded as beginningless, the series of evolutes too

must be regarded as beginningless. Tho organs and

faculties of the organism as consolidated by the tm-

mUras form the lifnga wrlra. As the limga sariras

are countless owing to the circumstance that their

Constituents are inexhaustible, there are countless

individuals.
1
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The gnnas may combine in all sorts of proportion.

Hence thero are innumerable varieties of organs ancl

faculties with the result that there are innumerable

species of living beings. Ancl for the same reason as

also because the gunas arc inexhaustible there are

numberless worlds with an infinite variety of things

in each of thorn.

66. The cognitive principle and other evolutes

may suffer disintegration in two different ways. Yoga

( inhibition of all mental processes
)
may enable the

devotee to dissolve the limga harlra, or it may break

up owing to lack of objects of experience. * The organs

and faculties die then of inanition as their essence is

activity. But they are not completely destroyed in

this way as they spring into existence when objects

of experience reappear.

67. Objects of experience, being essentially forms

of activity, disappear when the mind of the Virat,

sinks into quiescence. And they appear when it

emerges or becomes active. Their appearance evokes

kindred activity in us and thus causes the emergence'

of our organs and faculties.

68. Dreaming is midway between sleeping and

waking, as the mind remains active in it while the

sense-organs lose their functional tone. There must,

4
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be a similar state in tho mind of the Vrrat as it is

constituted like ours. Tlie images that sprout up in

this state become the tanmatras when objectified.

69. The world of material things with properties

like hardness, fluidity and molality comes into exis-

tence when the activities set up by His thoughts and

perceived by us are relatively gross.

70. The following account in Smrti of tho genesis

of the material world is quite in accordance with

Samkhya doctrine :— What existed at the outset

can be defined only in terms of nogation such as

devoid of life and light, undefined or formless like

space, without movement and featureless like profound

sleep. Then came into existence water which

was like darkness, and the disturbances in that

water produced wind. Next there was a blazing fire

owing to the struggle between wind and waves, and

the three then strove with one another and added to

the disturbance. The fire condensed by contact with

the wind, and the liquid portion of it ultimately

solidified, became the home of living beings. This

account when properly interpreted shows how the

luminaries came into existence and how some of them

became habitable after losing their heat.

71. The visible world is but a quarter of the cos-

mos, the rest forming the celestial regions of which
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the best part is known as satyaloka. This is estab-

lished in the cognitive principle or self-consciousness of

the Virat and is, therefore, the central thing in the

cosmos as self-consciousness is the central thing in all

mental activity.

72. After the appearance of the cosmos in conse-

quence of the mental activity of the Virat, Hiranya-

garbhtt made His appearance endowed with omnisci-

ence and omnipotence, which He had acquired in a

previous cycle, and He rules the worlds and the

heavens and all that live in them. But experience and

deliverance from its trammels are the concern of these

subordinate individuals, and they work out their des-

tiny without interference, Hiranyagarbha simply provi-

ding them with what they need for the purpose. This

is what is beneficial for all of them and so He is con-

tent with providence of this sort. Some are of opinion

that He is the same as the Virat while others hold

that they are different personages.

Jajneswar Ghosh.
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Appendix.

Explanation of Technical Terms.

Pad.Trtha is what is denoted liy a term ( lit. the

meaning of a pada-woid ). 1’adartha may be of two

kinds— Positive or Bhava
(
when it denotos something

)

and Abhava
(
whon it denotes absence of a thing ).

Bhava or Vastn is either Dravya or concrete

thing or Guna oi atti ibuto.

Dravya or Dliatmi is that in which manifest and

unmanifest attributes are considered as inherent.

There are internal and external Diavyas.

DharmI or Gun! is an object of cognition when

conceived as integration of attributes which are but

aspects or discrete forms of knowing, while these

aspects are denoted by the concept of Dharma.

As cognitions are successive events in time

Dharmas are regarded as past or what were cognised,

present or what are being cognised and future or

what may be cognised.

When the primary object is reached by analysis,

Dharma and DharmI become indistinguishable or

merge into each other
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Gunas denoting Sattva, Jlajaa and Tanias are not

attributes but ‘strands’. Succession of Phenomena

is liko an endless rope, the strands of‘ which are tho

three Gunas.

Gunas, in tho sense of Dharmas, aro attributes or

cognisable aspects of concrete things. Dharmas are

either internal or external. Cognition, conation and

retention are fundamental among the former, while

cogmsability, activity and ineitia aro fundamental

among tho latter.

Yyakta or manifest Gunas or Dharmas are those

that are related to tho time-Conn called present i, o.

are boing cognised while Siiksma or unmanifost

Gunas are those that aro 1 elated to tho other two

time-forms past andiuturo.

Yisaya is what results from tho interaction of tho

faculties and objects. They aro Bodhya Visayas or

cognisables, Karya Visayas or what we do and Dharya

Yisayas or what are retained or conserved

Bodhya Visayas are Vijneyas and Alocyas. Yi-

jueyas are Grhyamana or representative i. e. external

and internal perception and Agrhymana or represen-

tative i. e. those that are effeoted by reflective psychosis

such' as conception, inference, recollection etc,

Karya Visayas are voluntary and involuntary

activities. The former are activities belonging to the
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five organs of action and other activities of a like

nature, and the lattor are principally the activities

belonging to the vital organs.

Dhiirya Yisayas aro the body and the various

kinds of energy. Yisayas are either internal (mental

)

or external
(
physical ).

Bodha is of the nature of au arone%s. lb is of

three kinds, viz., Svabodha or absolute Awareness or

awareness by Itself; Vijnami or determinate know-

lodgo and Alocana or sense-impression.

L'aitanya, (Jit, Jiia, JDrk, Hvapruktisa etc. aie but

differ cut names ot Svabodha.

Yijhana is the conception and perception of

external objects and intornal states.

Aloc.ina is inchoato elementary sensation (through

a smglo sense ) which when co-ordinated in the

mind with such ether direct or recalled sense im-

pressions become Yijnana.

f^akti is the unmanifest yet inferable causo of

phenomena (cognitions and actions). It is- of two

kinds, Citi or Drh foakti and Dpiya fiaktr. The

former is tire Knower Absolute and is the immutably

cause of Phenomena. » The latter— objective or Jara

Sakti is their mutable evolving cause. ’ Jara Sakti_ is

the subtle potential state of activity whether
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internal or external. In other words, it is the prior

or posterior and therefore, imperceived state of

activity. Every object of experience originates from

Sakti and vanishes therein as the result of activity.

Antara Sakti or internal Sakti is psychical latency

or subliminal impressions which are reminiscent of

previous psychoses. Vahya 6akti is energy or the

inferred potential state of motion.

Kriya or activity is the manifest or perceivablo

state of Jara $akti. Of Kriyas Antara-Kriya or

mental activity has for its container time whilo Vahya

Kriya has for its container both time and space.

Satkaryavada or the doctrine of the existence of

the effect in the evolving cause has to be thoroughly

grasped in order to understand clearly the philosophy

of the Sariikhyas. It is based on the truism “Nasato

vidyate bhavo nabhavo vidyate satah,” or something

can never become nothing and vice versa. A lump

of clay is shaped byjhe potter as a jar. Here nothing

that did not exist before comes into existence, but

there is only change of position in space of the

particles of the stuff. (Any one who could see the

elay in minute portions will see that those portions

are only rearranged in a particular manner in the

jar/) But those who see the whole and we familiar

with the use of a jar will call it a jar and in common
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parlanco may say that a thing that was not in

existence before has come into existence. In reality,

however, there is only a spread of the mass of clay in

a particular manner.

In this way all things that are regarded as effects

exist in their evolving cause and by the activity of one

or more efficient causes
(
Nimitta ) become manifest.

Thus manifestation is not origination of something

from nothing but only a change of position in space or

( in the case of tbe mind-stuff ) in time. This rule

holds good in the entire phenomenal world from the

’ first evoluto, the Mahan, to common things.

It finds practical application in the Dharma-

Dharmivada or view of all phenomena as Dharmas or

attributes and Dharmls or concrete things. In con-

ceptual thinking we u°o the concept ‘thing’ in the sense

of ‘what’ has certain properties or attributes. If we are

asked to define this ‘what’, we refer to some other thing

with more elementary attributes. For instance,—what

is yellow, etc. is, gold. If asked to define the ‘what’ we

may according to our knowledge conceive an elementary

thing ( such as an atom
)
and define that thing with

some attributives. If we think that there is a further

elementary thing as the cause of atoms which we do

not know definitely, then we take refuge in agnosticism

which is only admitting our ignorance. But ifwe can
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we should consider the thing to be causeless or eternal..

Now, what are attributes or JDharmajs ? That

which is considered an inherent in a thing is Dharma,

or more precisely, it is the aspect of a' thing appre-

hended in some way ( by conception, preception, etc )

Asjrspecta^are changeful, so are Dharmas. When an

aspect changes, what becomes of it? The answer

must be that it remains in an unmanifest state, for,

nothing is annihilated. Under similar conditions the

•ame Dharmas may be aspected; theieforo, a past

Dharma is only an unmanifest existence Bo are the

future Dharmas which are only indetorminate aspects.

Dharmas are Banta or subsided, Udita or arisen and

Avyapadegya or indeterminate. These are related

respectively to the three time forms—past, present and,

future. Udita Dharmas are Vyakta or manifest while

^anta and Avyapade^ya Dharmas are Suksma or

unmanifest^, A lump of clay may be made spherical,

cubical, etc. in shape. When ft is transformed from a

sphere to a cube then the Dharma of sphericality is

•aid to have subsided and cubicality to have arisen,

and the innumerable shapes that it may take in future*

are paid to he Avyapadosya. All these Dharmas must

he considered as inherent in the lump' of clay. (.Thus a

concrete thing or Pharmi is regarded as an integration
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of innumerable Dharmas, or, in other words, it may be

aspected in innumerable different ways.3

Some only ( viz. the Udita ) of these innumerable
|

aspects are directly apprehended, while the rest are

inferred to exist. (Thus a Dharmi is to be defined as

a concretion of manifest aud unmanifest Dharmas or

attributes^

(Some
(
Buddhists

)
hold that the universe is only

Dharmas rising from and vanishing into nothing every

moment without any substrate
( Dharmi ) or from a

substrate of Sunya ( whatover it may mean ). Others

consider the substrate to be unknowable. These views

are unsound, for it is inconceivable that cause

( Pratyaya
)
and effect (Pratitya) should be unconnec-

ted or separated by a void.,) Unknowable means some

form of knowing which, if specified, would be lound

to be ultimately the substrate of Sentience, Activity

and Stasis. (In the Sainkhya view the substrate or

Dharmi is not 6unya or an ever-elusive or ‘unknowable’

something but it is the evolving causey

The evolving cause may b6 regarded as the Dharmi

of its effects. Thus earth is the Dharmi ofjars, bricks,

tiles, etc., which are, apart from the constituent earth,

only different aspects or Dharmas of earth.

(Proceeding in this way, the Bhutas will be found

to be the Dharmas of the Monads, the Monads and
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the lower faculties to be the Dharmas of the Dynamic

Ego, which again will appear to be the Dharma of

the Pure I-feeling or Mahan. Mahan, in its turn,

will be seen as the Dharma of the Gunas, There

being nothing beyond the Gunas, the Dharma-Dharmi

view ends there./' So they are not to be regarded as

concreted things but as simple entities. Take, for

example, the mutative principle JRajas
;
mutation is not

its property but its very nature (j3lla_), thero being

nothing besides mutation in it, or, in other Woj ds, it

being nothing but mutation, mutation must bo re-

garded not as an inhering attribute or aspect of it

but as its entire and eternal nature. *-It is, therefore,

that Yyasa says,— “In the Pradhana, Dharma and

DharmI are indistinguishable’^

Dharmas may be real or fiotitious ( Vaikalpika ).

Those that are expressed by negative terms or are

mere abstractions are unreal Dharmas having no

existence anywhere. They are, in reality, cmly con-

ceptual symbols of the absence of certain things. In-

finitude, nihility, etc., are examples of Vaikalpika

Dharmas. Such unreal Dharmas, which art} nothing

but words constructed by the use of grammatical

suffixes and prefixes, may be and are ascribed to the

primary entities which are beyond the Dharma-Dharmi

view. But this signifies nothing and therefore the

rule stated before hblds good.
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(.The Knower Absolute is like the Gunas beyond the

Dharma-Dharmi view, it being Knower only and no-

thing but Knower and having no perceivable aspects.

It is usually (
though not necessarily

)
conceived by

the negation of perceivability ( Adr^ya )) which in-

cludes the host of negative terms or unreal Dharmas

ascribed to it by us on account of our ingrained habit

of viewing things as Dharma and Dharml. tVyasa

defines it as “Vi^esenaparamrstadpk” or self-deter-

minod awareness not definable by attributives. The

positive element in its definition is only Self
(
Dr£i-

matra )
which requires no definition^) Bewildered at

the array of negative attributives ascribed to it (rather

by way of rhetorical flourish and elucidation
)

some people think that the Purusa of the Samkhyas

may be defined by suoh terms only. The fact is that

(the only negative term which may be required to

define (
rather to eluoidate ) the Metempiric Self

is Adrsya or Nob-object. Object too has to be similarly

defined.)

To conclude, there being My/bhangePol aspects in

the Metempiric Self and no rWi a'tti'butiVes ( infinite^

eternal etc. are not real inhering attribute ) bUhg

necessary to define it, it is beyond, the phenomenal

Or Dharma-Dharmi view.

(Puru?a of Sarhkhya is not impersonal ( Apratyak

)
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but is the Metempiric Person— the root of our per-

sonality.^ Imporsonality and objectivity are the same

thing. (Prrkrti is impersonal, being the common

object of all ‘Persons’. Caitanya of Pnrusas is not an

impersonal stuff common to all of them, for such a

conception implies objectivity, the very opposite of

how the Purusa should be conceived.^
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( c
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